Access to all your data with single sign-on
ClassLink from WCBS gives you single sign-on access to all your apps, school data and storage places from a
secure single interface across all your devices.
It relieves the frustration of logging on to the seemingly infinite number of apps, online resources and websites,
helping to make teaching and learning interactive, innovative and enjoyable. It also gives immediate access to all
the files you need across all your cloud and network storage places, and you can even search them in one go!
Administrators can bring all the information management tools that you have on to one launch pad with one
sign-on. Users’ launchpads can be centrally managed, so pupils automatically have the app they need, and are
able to access them through a common interface - saving the time and disruption that whole classes logging on
can cause.
All you need for the Active Directory integration to work, is space for ClassLink on a server at your school.
In short, ClassLink harnesses all the potential of the internet, but takes away a lot of the headaches:
►

Immediate access to thousands of apps, simple to set up

►

More time teaching and learning, less time logging on

►

No losing work and resources, all your files accessible in one place

►

Supports transformative 1:1 initiatives, including Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

►

Low set-up cost, low maintenance, cloud based and scalable per user
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Key features
► Centrally customised and managed, with controllable common interface across devices
► Provides immediate, hassle free access to all the apps and files you need to improve teaching and
learning, without the need to remember multiple passwords
► Easy to set up meaning that within minutes the whole school is up and running
► Immediately start making better admin and academic use of any computer, tablet or smartphone,
leading to better technology based teaching
► Teachers can build a more effective learning environment, by creating collaborative work pages
► Centralised administrative control over pupils’ apps from a simple, powerful management tool
gives you safe, rapid deployment
► Peace of mind of leading edge technology with unlimited support, that has helped thousands of
schools and millions of pupils
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► My Apps
Single sign-on to ClassLink using
your school network login, or
existing account from Google,
Office365, Facebook, or Twitter.
You can choose from thousands of
single sign-on apps in ClassLink, or
have custom apps added free of
charge.

► My Files
ClassLink My Files gives real time
access to all your files, no matter
whether they are stored on your
school network, Google Drive,
OneDrive, Dropbox or a scattered
mix. You can even search across all
places at one time, and share and
edit them from any device.

► My Classes
Create, share and collaborate on
class pages. Include rich digital
content tying resources together
in one place. Distribute and collect
assignments digitally, set calendars
for events and due dates, and
mentor pupils in real-time using
chat and moderated discussions.

Contact us for more information and an online demonstration
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